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1 
Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night sheweth knowledge. 
There is no speech nor language, where their voice is not heard. 
Their line is gone out through all the earth, and their words to the  
end of the world. In them hath he set a tabernacle for the sun. 
   
 
                                                                                     Psalm 19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              The foregoing generations beheld God and nature face to face; we, through their 
eyes. Why should not we also enjoy an original relation to the universe? Why should not 
we have a poetry and philosophy of insight and not of tradition, and a religion by 
revelation to us, and not the history of theirs? 
 
 
                                                                                     Emerson 
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1            
 
     Midnight 
 
 
 
 
                       We work in the dark—we do what we can—we give what we have.          
 
 
                                                                                                   Henry James
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Supplication for the Wild Hunt 
 
 
On this patch of rain blackened highway,  
where opossums give themselves up  
to the concrete, a cat is dead  
between the painted yellow lines. 
Its body torn, its blood smeared across 
the road. But its head was intact, full of hunger. 
The soft tail curled in those last moments 
and gave it the shape of something new, 
of something that rejected the city 
which fills us with alley rats and unraveled  
neon signs instead of oil derricks  
and chain-link fences in open fields. 
This cat gave up on canned foods 
and play things from small hands. 
Those paws yearned for wild kills  
under a paper moon, and the taste  
of a body coiled with potential 
past the safety of swirling street lights 
like small galaxies. And the end  
must have come quickly, surrounded in metallic 
and the blue tinge of headlights.  
Those starved claws scraped across an asphalt altar 
as spinning wheels crushed hunched shoulders. 
A wake of bones left for a few days  
of wandering ease, graveless. 
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Sage Bush Exile 
 
 
 
What a struggle to be anything but vague 
in this desert city, city of sage bush, hot breezes  
and jutting rocks. A drunk sprawled 
on the sidewalk, Riverside is as barren 
as moon dust and almost as empty.  
And yet, there are the palm trees, fanned out 
along University Drive and the yellow blossoms 
of Joshua trees which birthed themselves out of crusted 
dirt. How they want for attention, to be admired 
for the determination of their delicate petals 
or the stoic look of their rough bark. 
 
In Long Beach, the ocean swells and collapses 
on the sand; fog creeps along golf courses 
and manicured lawns; the beach wants for nothing; 
it has specifics to spare. Maybe it’s best, if only  
for a moment, to turn away from the clouded  
sky, the blooming lavender and magnolia trees,  
the smell of carne asada drifting along Second  
Street, and live in the hunger of misshapen hills and rock 
gardens, to embrace the wasteland of the unclear,  
with its distant crescent moon, unlit  
freeways, the determined plants that depend  
on water from the Rockies like a dog that survives  
on table scraps: an ounce of water, a crumb of bread. 
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Bones 
 
 
 
 
Dominoes and a pack of Marlboros.  
Our scratched table, up against the wall  
where Ibrahim and I play our weekly game. 
Dylan in the background, a song  
about something I’m sure I don’t  
understand. We dump the bones and shuffle them 
until they’re as confused as we are, 
and we pick at the dirty white, stained  
by our fingers and chipped from years  
of abuse. We talk of sex and women and sex  
with those women, and how it was with the ones  
we didn’t love, and how it might be  
with the ones we don’t tell.  
We talk ourselves into a corner—the iron vault  
of our brains where we keep all of our joy,  
an unspoken dream only for ourselves 
in the hopes we won’t be bland, that we will always  
be young, that our lives don’t have to add up  
like the ends of the dominoes. Our words slide 
loose and easy with the bones, they stack end 
to end, while the hairs on our arms stand up, 
and we pull from the pile, until there is  
nothing left to count on the table.   
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Midnight Unraveling 
 
 
 
 
Here comes the muse again to take credit  
for my hard work and drink all my good  
whiskey, dark hair lost against the night, lost  
against the trees, her voice clear enough  
to bathe in. There’s always something to do at night  
when the words won’t come and my dirty glass  
is full of thoughts. The pencil is motionless, dormant,  
an illness. How little is gained from the paper.  
Fifteen minutes of sleep to seduce me, dream  
by dream, in those last few hours, the dawn  
blind, still sunken, all color but no light.  
I hear the wind shake the window screen, memories  
of past incarnations, my past without language.  
A dishwasher, a fabric cutter, insignificant.  
A short indulgence in forever. I find 
crumpled shapes, my poems on the floor. Muse, I hear you  
come and go leaving a trail of laziness  
on the couch, on the desk, on everything you’re not allowed 
to touch. I saw you take that moon in your mouth  
and unravel it like yarn. I felt the goose bumps,  
being watched, and then the shiver of someone 
walking over my grave, but who would go out  
of their way for me? And that muse, moon wrapped  
up in her teeth, looking like pleasure, the ease of her calling  
rising off her skin. She will laugh and bounce,  
tasting like cherries, give wicked smiles, while I sink  
into confusion, pencil in hand, planted, a purple lilac. 
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Wrestling With the Angel is Never Easy 
 
 
 
 
Slumped in the miniature booth,  
stale music crackled out of worn  
speakers, and the sound of a butcher’s  
knife pounded out hard rhythms  
on the block. The glare of sun off dirty  
windshields gave the restaurant  
a hallowed glow. And when I saw him approach  
in his broken tennis shoes and his frayed  
collared shirt, I thought one of us must be an Angel. 
He said, ‘This will change your life,’ as he passed  
me the booklet with a nod of his shaved  
head; his grey-blue eyes avoided mine, avoided  
the windows, avoided every reflection. He pushed  
his way into the midday heat, walked through  
a crowd of people, stumbled down  
the sidewalk, and disappeared past the horns  
and traffic lights. Perhaps he went to church  
where he knelt before the Virgin,  
hands folded until they were red with the salvation  
he had promised others or the adult  
book store to rummage through magazines  
and packed shelves. Maybe he wandered the streets  
hoping to not end up anywhere,  
hoping there was no destination beyond  
the next step, or the next corner.  
He didn’t have anything to return  
to except the butcher’s knife, the hard  
rhythms of the block, and the glare of the midday  
sun on a row of car windows.  
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Wild Lilies  
 
 
 
7th street in neon, red, green, 
white, against the purple city sky. 
The late night coffee joints and dives 
erupt with people  
calling out from the desperate islands 
of their bodies. Everyone hums 
with dull lamp light and roasted 
beans. School kids shoot words off 
the concrete. In the park, couples lust 
after new lovers in fishnet stockings  
and a marijuana dress. Bums scuff 
their clothes and tatter their beards in dirty 
sleeping bags lined with salvaged  
trash, snoring in open bus stops. 
Everyone wants to be more  
than steamed milk or jazz from a tired 
speaker system. They want to be pencil  
strokes, shaped drawings from ballpoint 
pens, blooming words, lilies  
from the brain.  
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Overpass Idol 
 
 
 
He sleeps at Heartwell Park 
in a ragged blanket, then roams the street 
at night. It’s cold, but he doesn’t wear a shirt,  
just a black wind breaker, cargo shorts, and a grey  
beard that can’t hide freeway overpasses or searching 
through green trash bins for Coca-Cola bottles  
the way you can hide a switch-blade in the heel  
of your work boot. He’ll walk to Viento y Agua Cafe, 
rummage through his pockets for scattered  
coins he’s picked up off the street and ask you  
to buy him a cup of coffee. He washes his tanned, frail  
body in the musky water of Colorado Lagoon  
one scoopful of water at a time. He knows  
that a man can eat nothing and not starve  
as he returns to fresh cut grass, where he doesn’t  
have to worry about averted eyes, scavenged  
recyclables, wandering overpasses  
for shade, or being a metaphor. 
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Spilling Out 
 
 
 
 
It’s quiet at one-thirty  
in the morning, but it’s not  
silent. Beads of sweat  
roll down the whiskey glass, and the ice  
inside melts in the lamp light  
that fills my room. Early  
morning falls on my street 
and smothers the concrete. In my chest, 
there is a silence: it streams 
out and paints dark blues, in that  
split second when one minute ends but the next 
hasn’t begun, in that infinite crack 
where time stops and the echoes  
of the day are lost. Sleep is a temporary death  
beneath my sheets. There’s no  
silence where I can’t be still  
and find that voice among thousands  
or the one true feeling among all the other true  
feelings brimming over my pages, spilling  
out of my mouth into the night  
where it’s safe to be quiet and distant  
and as mysterious as the stars.  
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Confessional 
 
 
 
Unprepared, unaware,  
heat rising off the concrete, unready  
she took my hand and whispered secrets  
across the kitchen counter. I didn’t expect a broken  
marriage, her mouth contorted into the word 
‘suicide,’ or the artificial heat of a Jacuzzi  
where we sat next to each other, afraid  
to say that what we loved  
we could not have: random people, 
particles, bits of conversation,  
cocktail parties. All we had  
was this night and the looming  
drive home. 
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Evening Hymn 
 
 
 
Pressed hands, howls, 
and the stars burn 
white with resentment. 
My chest expands 
with the worry that constellations 
will crash down 
on me for not 
talking to my neighbors, 
for not quitting 
cigarettes, 
for not walking my lover 
back to the safety 
of her car after 
the isolation  
of ‘I miss you.’ 
These failures 
want a home in  
the cosmos, and I could flourish 
there as one of many, happy 
with insignificance.  
 
  
 
 
  
13 
Sunrise 
 
 
 
Techno bass all around us, our beers  
the color of the new sunrise. 
We talked with loud, distant voices 
of the last time we had all been together: old friends 
drunk and happy without any reason to be. We spoke  
about how she was married while we downed shots  
of tequila and how a cookie cutter Elvis had sung  
‘Love Me Tender.’ Then it was children  
over crab cakes, who had them, who didn’t, how  
many. We wondered whether they were 
already like us, doubled down hands bank rolled 
on bottle caps. We forced ourselves to say  
that we had changed, that what we had held  
on to for so many years didn’t fit  
us any more, were clothes we had out  
grown, and that our new affections would settle  
in, that we wouldn’t fail these. And we chased  
those old ideas out of our minds with Patron and twists 
of lime out onto the dance floor  
where the women were wild, and the men struggled  
to keep up, out past the bar and its neon  
shot glasses, beyond the city, into the desert  
where the cactus guards the coyotes’ moan,  
out where the sun was about to break. 
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Happy Hour Congregation 
 
 
 
It’s Maker’s Mark and the Green Girl 
Saloon again gathered with people I only know  
through devastation: the one vomiting his indiscretions  
on the wall, the girl in the striped dress giving away  
her reckless laughter. Another one is passed out; 
he punched numbers into his phone to divine  
messages from better angels, but only the waitresses 
answered in their scanty lingerie, with glasses 
of beer in their hands, and glitter on their lips. 
We hover around the jukebox and empty 
pitchers. The doorman slouches on his bar  
stool assuming new identities with every I.D.  
he checks. I afford myself these poor  
ruminations, this devotional 
glass full of ice and bourbon, and a cigarette, 
the filter a metaphor on my lips as others touch 
with trembling hands, kiss sloppy kisses that promise 
heartache, grasp at the shadows of pool tables, 
and bounce off each other like cue 
balls, then spin away into empty space. 
 
  
 
 
  
15 
Wet Flame 
 
 
 
My mother fights to light her cigarette against  
a hard wind and a wet flame. A young couple across 
the bay murmurs in each other’s ear, they trade 
whispers for kisses. Who rallies  
for the things that destroy us?  
Those lovers can always go back to holding 
hands, but my mother clinches 
that cigarette between her lips, cradling it 
like it’s the last one she will ever smoke 
and every puff is precious, even though tar 
rattles in her chest when she sleeps. 
We face these battles, our right to tear 
ourselves down, alone. The couple leaves,  
their arms looped around the other’s waist. 
They look infallible, while my mother, her mouth 
hard, her hand a shelter, struggles 
with the lighter only to get a click 
and hiss and click and hiss. 
 
  
 
 
  
16 
Formaldehyde 
 
 
 
 
Our neighborhood, where people crumble  
themselves on cigarettes and Vicodin, 
where the street lights sleep in empty  
parking lots, and the drunks use alleyways  
as congregation halls. How do we go on 
not whole, not carrying yesterday in our 
cupped hands, pouring out the ethanol  
of our fingers, the formaldehyde of our hearts, a fossil 
of our sacrifices? The woman that suffered ruined 
lovers only to lose a child in her womb,  
her baby’s death her own, the hole in her body  
where another heart beat, her grave too. 
The coffee bum that decided to chew on a gun barrel 
rather than wait for the invitation to leave  
and gathered mourners to his tombstone of self-destruction 
to sing the praises of his only accomplishment. 
We carry on even though the back alleys and boulevards  
swallow us, and we know we must give our bodies up to them, 
with all the aches of our muscles and the dust  
of our bones. We, the ones that wander the night air,  
the liquor stores, 4th street and its neon  
lights, look for anything we might recognize  
as our own: a crumpled coffee cup, a snuffed  
cigarette, or an empty prescription bottle, hoping  
to recover what we’re not sure we ever owned. 
 
  
 
 
  
17 
Donation Box 
 
 
 
If a man is built 
on loss, then let me 
lose the rotten parts 
of the teeth I’ve ruined.  
I’ll walk down 7th street tossing 
from my pockets a stolen 
key chain, a spoiled 
lemon, a forgotten goodbye. 
I’ll pay for Pall Malls with defective 
white cells, then toss the pack away 
along with a bad lung. 
The ego and the lizard brain, 
the sneakers worn down 
to the soles and carelessness 
can go in a trash bag 
for the Salvation Army. 
Then, regret;  
then, the threadbare  
comfort of remorse,  
until even remembering 
is left in a shoe box 
by the curb. 
 
  
 
 
  
18 
Preaching Midnight 
 
 
 
 
I know the harsh kiss of midnight, 
bruises like blooming purple lilac, the blinding  
embrace of jasmine, and the ache of constellations,  
weighed-down shoulders and stout necks.  
I’ve reached into a hunter’s moon  
and pulled from it blood as black as murder 
to invoke the holy rite of our tongues, wet our own 
lips. I want to preach the early morning 
tabby cat’s wandering, the acidic 
smoke of wood burning in fireplaces 
of a dozen small neighborhoods, to give  
the day some purpose, the chill of night  
filled with salt air and the sea. I’ll speak  
with traffic lights and unveil  
layers of pale moonlight, thin  
as onionskin, the hissing opossums 
scuttling down sidewalks in their patchy grey 
coats, and the resin-eyed raccoons watching 
from the shadow of sewer drains 
to lay stars at your door step. 
I’d leave the delicate feathers of mockingbirds 
in wicker baskets on well-lit porches 
for us to gather around and raise 
a chorus to this shared labor of being. 
 
  
 
 
  
19 
Portrait of the Woman I Don’t Know 
 
 
 
In the corner coffee shop, where I’ve taken 
to spending my quiet nights, I stare  
at the woman behind the counter and realize  
I know nothing about her.  
She’s beautiful, anyone can see, 
the red lips, dangerous and inviting, 
like fresh blood on porcelain skin  
and the smile that dares you to be  
consumed by your own mouth and hands. 
And her eyes, still waters, 
beg for some disturbance, 
for some drop of you to send  
ripples through her. And yes,  
I could tell you about the pale ring 
on her finger, the mark her marriage left, 
like self-medicating and her homeless cat, or  
her roots in Maine, how she inched toward  
the Pacific without going in. But these  
are numbers with no equation, facts  
that tell nothing. I want to know  
what colors she’ll retreat to tonight, 
and what whispers she summons  
against the noise of the day. I want to say  
that she’s warm, soft, torn apart by ecstasy, 
or that she’s hard and crumbles at the touch 
like an old map, her treasures  
already buried somewhere new. That she  
likes this type of despair or that  
kind of obsession. I want to say  
that she’s standing there, by the pastry case,  
the brewing coffee, the steaming milk, oblivious  
to the droning timers, and the florescent  
lights, whiling away the minutes  
because she’s thinking of me. 
 
  
 
 
  
20 
Little Pieces 
 
 
 
Bobbing against the unnatural blue 
of the aquarium tank, 
the Black Moor was dead, 
its mouth open, its protruding eyes 
looking out past the fingerprint  
smeared glass, seeing nothing. 
Every so often another Black Moor 
or an orange tailed fish I cannot name, 
would come and nibble on the dead one, 
sending it back to bobbing 
like a beach ball caught on the ocean. 
And, I think ‘this seems right,’ 
to be eaten by the ones you’ve spent  
your life with, no matter how long  
or short it was, to be swallowed up  
by those you shared a place with: a home,  
a cell, a bed. Shouldn’t they take a piece of you 
after all that they have had to endure, 
all the complaining and the whining, 
all the aches and pains that came  
like a stream of ants, sneaking their way  
into your body when you weren’t looking? 
And don’t you want to give them something  
to remember, a laugh or a smile, 
maybe just a look, a casual glance  
exchanged, anything for them to take along,  
so that when they die, a piece of you  
goes wandering with them,  
waiting for the moment to come 
when someone is nibbling  
on them, taking little pieces to be worn 
like a locket around the neck  
or kept like a scuffed coin for luck?
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2 
 
     Gathering  
 
 
 
 
                                                    Are these words or tears? 
                                                            Is weeping speech? 
 
 
                                                                                           Rumi
 
 
  
 
 
  
22 
Morning Prayer 
 
 
 
Before all else is the memory  
of baby powder, though that was never 
the procedure of things back then. 
The stinging smell of urine always came first  
as my mother and I stumbled down  
from our restless beds into the living room  
where my father, swaddled in his white sheets, 
was reaching up for the curtains that kept  
the sun off his face and the worried look  
of our neighbors out of our minds.  
Then, there was the feel of his skin, 
lacquered with sweat, burning from the nights  
delusions, as I pulled him onto his tumorless side 
so my mother could reach over his body, untangle  
his frail bones from the bed, snap apart the straps  
and in one motion removed the soiled  
diaper just as she had done for him  
the night before and for her two sons  
so many years before that when we too were  
still vulnerable to the will of our bodies. 
We mixed powder, like falling smoke, and cream  
from an industrial size tube, their separate smoothness  
coming together for tender bed sores full of chaliced  
redness. With a kiss to his forehead we retreated  
to the narrow bathroom walls where I sat  
on the tub’s edge with my hands  
folded and head bowed, while my mother  
stood at the small sink, folding her hands  
one over the other, running bubbles of soap  
between her fingers like beads from a rosary. 
 
  
 
 
  
23 
Gathering 
 
 
 
Twenty of us gathered in the emptiness 
of a living room so bright it left the walls  
uncaring and too near. His bed in the center,  
on display, where everyone could see coma stained  
sheets. My father was pale and worn from the cancer 
and the mingling of radiation and morphine. 
His body depressed, his chest concaved, 
the hopes of driving a car, climbing the stairs, 
taking his own bath, all finally broken  
inside him. All the anger and fear hidden  
behind a silenced tongue, and the pain gone  
from his brow now gathering as quiet sobs  
in our hands. We watched as they lifted his legs,  
frail and cold, to replace his sheets with a black plastic  
bag. His shoulders, that had carried  
two marriages, eight children, the deaths  
of siblings and parents, were lowered first,  
his face disappearing behind the grim smile of a metal  
zipper. We watched as he was carried out to the ambulance, 
without resistance, without opposition, this man  
who had been stubborn and proud, 
so much like a wild fish on the end of a line, 
tail thrashing, gills swollen, red with struggling. 
 
  
 
 
  
24 
Crushed Memory 
 
 
 
Touch was the way I learned 
about the world, about baseball and dominoes,  
about women, the small of the back and the curve  
of the hips; but smell is the password 
to memory: jasmine, the bulbs 
that surrender themselves to the crisp air 
of evening. It’s always midnight  
in those blossoms, cigarette smoke, harsh 
chemical ointments, and the overpowering 
air of chlorine from a kidney shaped pool. 
When guacamole is set on the table, cilantro  
and lime stinging the air, I remember the rough skins  
of avocados and oranges fallen from our trees 
in the backyard and the feel of brick steps under 
bare feet. I’m pulled back to those suburban  
streets, the cracked driveways, and the grey 
bark of beech trees with their tattooed 
initials. It’s always city smog and fruit 
trees radiant along cinder block walls. 
but memories cost you; they leave  
you breathless; they crush  
you with the weight of a thousand  
jasmine blossoms.  
 
  
 
 
  
25 
Cast Iron 
 
 
 
When the years were gathered on the table 
as colorless photographs and sharp  
gloss, I wondered how so much had passed  
without reckoning. There were so many words  
left unsaid in those days, I can’t recall  
what they meant, and my tongue aches  
from trying to remember. A picture of my father,  
sitting in a Lazy Boy, holding me like a football  
until we fell asleep, mouths open, was the last  
time he suffered with original bones  
and authentic joints. A black and white 
of him in a suit and plaid tie reminds me of the nights  
he cried himself to sleep covered by an electric  
blanket, while I clutched a pillow around my head  
and ignored the cancer corrupting his liver  
and lungs. Terrified, I couldn’t 
hold his death with him and forced 
my mother to cry the tears I wouldn’t. 
So many flashes of memory, these pictures 
are brittle as cast iron, silent as rust.  
 
  
 
 
  
26 
Colliding 
 
 
 
The day we buried my father I like  
to think it was overcast, but it wasn’t. 
Blue-grey with hints of white,  
the colors of my friend’s basement 
where we argue, ‘mine died 
younger,’ ‘mine went first.’ 
He says he was only fourteen, but I  
was fifteen, and what’s one less year 
of pulling your heart out? 
My father’s tombstone is sinking; 
it’s slipping past pain into memory, 
the ground around him swelling with  
the roots of a tree I can only remember  
as a sapling. Was it Pythagoras  
who said stars and men revolve  
in cycles? Maybe it was Borges.  
Someone once told me particles collide  
in the afterlife, but I can’t say  
who it was. I don’t know  
how the two are connected, 
or how many names I can call on 
before I call my own. I can’t tell  
the difference between my memories  
and these stories, my heart  
and these words that define it,  
these trees that won’t grow, these particles  
crashing into each other again  
and again, clashing together, tearing  
up my father’s grave.  
 
  
 
 
  
27 
Broken Window 
 
 
 
I held the rock in my hand as hard 
as a tumor, and felt powerful. 
The car, red and free of blemishes, 
with its smooth lines and clear 
windshield, was the healthy 
body my father couldn’t 
count on. Grey chain-link fences 
rattled forebodings of doctor’s offices, 
chemo, coughed up blood, and the pale 
muscles that trembled under hospital 
robes. I threw that rock with all the anger 
a thirteen year old body knows how to 
muster, and the window broke. A sound of wind  
chimes and the glass fell, spread a broken  
kaleidoscope of color against the asphalt,  
while my chest heaved, and I anticipated  
the wailing cry of another in pain,  
in grief. But every street 
was free of punishment, empty  
of any acknowledgement of the destruction 
I could crash down upon the lives I couldn’t 
control or the sickness beyond 
my willful hands. So I ran down train tracks, 
long settled in rust and disuse, past walls 
stripped of their paint by age, of their dignity 
by sprawled graffiti and wild ivy.  
 
  
 
 
  
28 
Street Sign Atonement 
 
 
 
I read about her death in the paper and thought 
of us. She was sixteen, had nothing to do with our 
old neighborhood except that she died of a gunshot, 
and we dodged bullets on street corners where we fed 
on late night taquerias and boarded up 
carwashes. And we were hungry for packs 
of lifted Marlboro Reds we stuffed in our underwear 
at Stater Bros. and breaking car windows with serrated 
rocks. We went from parking lot to parking lot 
and screamed at homeless men only to find  
they were half-starved dogs looking for a hand out, 
broke into warehouses to steal office desks that weighed  
the same as forties of Corona in our pockets when we strolled  
through Montebello Park high on cheap weed  
and ourselves. And we’re still dodging  
bullets, aren’t we? Credit card debt and D.U.I.s.  
Failed marriages and children wailing our imperfect  
parenthood in the middle of the night. We could  
have been ripped through, puddled in our mistakes,  
but every bottle of beer, every burnt cigarette, reminds  
us we left one hood for another, searching empty  
streets with a sign screaming vacancy over our heads. 
 
  
 
 
  
29 
Blue Thorn Tombstone 
 
 
 
 
Tangled in bed sheets, which seem to know  
better than to let me wander the book-covered  
walls of my room at two in the morning, where orange  
light gathers in dusty corners like a lit candle  
in a dark alcove, when the day has finally  
been bullied into sleep. I practice my anxious  
routines. It’s never the immediate that gets my attention,  
those sleepless hours of the night, my brother’s  
marriage, fraying at the edges, an old shirt worn  
too long, or the spots on my mother’s  
neck and back, hidden under the skin, where her nerves 
have become treasonous against themselves. Not even  
my best years wasting into a silhouette against a field  
of constellations keeps me up waiting to put on the new troubles  
of the day. It’s not elaborate; it’s not so full of variables. 
It’s the fear of searching for a set of stairs to climb  
like my father when he was reduced to diapers  
and morphine, or carrying my doubts—a blue thorn  
in my shoulder—and sticking needles in my heart to bleed  
myself of the miseries I adore. To clear the stubborn  
grass from my tombstone and keep from sinking  
into the earth–so the earth can raise me up and pin  
me to the branches of the live oak trees. 
 
  
 
 
  
30 
Old Life 
 
 
 
I’ve tried to give up my sentimental habits. 
I’ve stopped looking to the stars  
for meaning or at the moon like a fetus  
in the womb, but the old life is perilous. 
My brother gave up his dreams for his first  
child, one life consuming the other, and still lingers  
over the possibilities, ‘I could have played pro ball.  
I’d have even juiced to get there.’ An amber 
coffin was all I heard about her death, but I grieve  
for my father’s first wife, the one who folded 
corn husks into tamales and fed me like 
one of her sons; those memories refuse  
to be put away: the names of childhood streets,  
women I’ve never loved, prayers whispered 
into clenched hands. They pull like tar,  
trap meaning like bones, leaving the ground  
treacherous and maudlin. And the stars  
still loom with their lost language.  
The unborn moon remains,  
waiting to be delivered  
from the night. 
 
  
 
 
  
31 
Sea-green 
 
 
 
The sweet smell of a red rubber ball and a row  
of sea-green doors rolling down black asphalt to an ocean  
full of color. I’ve painted over that distance  
with wanting for lost family.  
I’ve left too much  
behind and lost more from forgetting: the one who fell  
on the supermarket tile, her head a crushed  
rosebud, a broken blossom, or the father, his lashings  
around the arms and made him a part of the hospital bed 
that displayed his sickness in our living room. 
 
He pleaded to the mailman: “Help, they’re holding  
me against my will, I’m the Virgin Mary,  
you know who you are.” Can anything I put aside  
today remain? My mother with her eroding  
bones and rebellious nerves, the brother hanging on  
to love like a marionette with a string cut and left  
dangling?  
      Is it possible I could stay in those memories 
of blood and blossoms, of tears and screaming,  
of swallowed pain? Could I stand there on the burning  
asphalt with bare feet, with all those lost  
people behind their sea-green doors  
howling? 
 
  
 
 
  
32 
Apple Sky 
 
 
 
I imagine her then, as a girl, 
a dark haired child sitting under an apple tree 
eating fruit still green with knowledge, 
biting into the flesh with laughter, 
and sharing the shade of that untarnished youth 
with the others she had shared a mother with: 
her sister, the one who bore children 
before her own childhood had ended,  
and her brother, who looted the hearts  
of those he relied on to love him. 
I see her there staring into those seeded cores, 
those small wombs holding life like brown tears, 
and I wonder if she knew me even then, 
like the tree must know its own. 
That I was there, inside, waiting  
for someone to bite through her, 
to move through the softness of her infancy 
into the center of her motherhood. 
Knew what shape I would take, 
what colors I would choose to wear, 
that I would nurse from her  
memories—this childhood  
in the shade of a summer day, spread  
out on a field of grass, 
apples fallen from the sky. 
 
  
 
 
  
33 
What Fades and Withers 
 
 
 
The curve of her calf is the clear, sharp 
light of a sterile room; her skin is blemished 
only by lingering glances, is made perfect 
through the flaws of others. 
The turn of her ankle is the immaculate  
God of cracked symbols. 
But the flesh fails, the curve unravels, 
and what will the mind recall 
when synapses burn themselves  
out—coals in a fire? The smoke  
of our memory rises, drifts, 
and falls over our eyes in perfect blindness, 
leaves the mind to grope 
like a lover in the night for the body  
that was once pressed  
against it, and weeps apart,  
in remembrance.  
 
  
 
 
  
34 
Hangover Angel 
 
 
 
Two tablets of ibuprofen on the night  
stand, and a glass of water. The evening before,  
we drank from bottles 
of two dollar wine, we rattled  
our box of cigarettes empty, 
knocked over a long stemmed  
glass, stained ourselves into a white couch  
and slurred our memories. 
‘He touched me when I was fourteen,’  
and I said, ‘Yes, I’ve known  
unwanted hands and been split open 
too.’ Then it was who and when and  
where, the kitchen, cornered  
along the stove by those we trusted.  
‘Don’t you starve  
yourself against intimacy?’ she asked. 
I answered, ‘Don’t you mutter  
it’s okay, it’s okay like a prayer 
to fight the loneliness of everything?’ 
 
  
 
 
  
35 
Absence 
 
 
 
Years before, swaddled in blankets on a Mexican  
beach, we ate apples and peanut butter to cover 
the taste of octopus and cilantro cocktails. 
We listened to Bonnie Raitt sing “I Can’t Make You  
Love Me” in our apartment and lay on small beds  
playing cards for hours with nothing wagered  
and only time lost between us. We waded  
into the Pacific up to our calves and watched  
shadows of sting rays retreat from our shuffling feet  
while the sun diminished across the sky in a foreign tongue. 
We were happy in the streets of Baja where the smell  
of gas roamed as free as the stray dogs, starving  
Yet, “I don’t know who you are,” was all she 
could tell me when even my name was lost 
in those final days as we grew apart. Confined  
by the sterile polish of a hospital room, we hugged  
each other and tried to pull those repressed memories 
out of our mouths only to find grotesque  
generalities and vague remembrances like dried  
drops of rain on a dirty windowpane. How desperate  
we were to still be splintered light through a cracked  
window, or the sweet taste of aguas frescas  
dripping off our lips. But we left all our laughter 
on that Mexican beach, echoing in the small 
rooms of our apartment where they were stifled, silenced,  
by the salt air and changing colors of the evening. 
 
  
 
 
  
36 
By the Gate 
 
 
 
Here, surrounded by mountains 
purple with forgetfulness, 
on the valley floor, covered  
in ice, I was offered a new  
type of forgiveness. 
The sunset had come and gone  
in empty oranges and reds, 
leaving me with another failed attempt  
at happiness. And the night stayed longer  
than I wanted, its moon too round  
to pray to, its stars demanding too many  
over due tears that I had borrowed with stolen  
laughter. But now it’s morning by the gate, 
where I lean against the carved wood, where  
coyotes shake out of their dens,  
and the mountains shake off the deep  
colors of the evening. The ground  
is shedding frozen moonlight that I breathe  
in with the cold air, and give back to the valley  
as smoke in my cupped hands. 
 
  
 
 
  
37 
Erosion 
 
 
 
My father used to make me pray 
each night. He would kneel against my bed 
on an artificial knee held together by screws, a replaced  
hip, and another beginning to erode. We’d recite the words 
passed down from my grandfather, who learned 
them from his father, connecting us like rosary beads. 
We’d give thanks for daily bread, ask for protection 
against trespass, and beg for our souls to be taken 
to heaven, which could have been in a parking lot 
behind Sav-On Drugs, while my night light cast a dim  
orange over our faces and reminded  
us of our penance for being born. 
 
When cancer spread from my father’s  
kidneys to his lungs, and to his brain, I was twelve 
and began to pray again. This time thronged by empty pews, 
elbows heavy on tarnished wood, bowing on the torn 
brown leather of the fold out knee rests, my hands  
pressed together until the knuckles throbbed. 
I prayed that angels could live in little amber bottles 
of morphine, that dementia was painless, and Velcro bed 
restraints wouldn’t leave rashes. I prayed against  
expanding tumors, failing organs, and a childhood  
of bloody catheters and soiled Depends. 
 
Now, at night, in silence, hands unclasped, I still pray 
at a rollaway desk covered in dust and pictures of my father. 
He can watch from the safety of a green frame  
as our traditions are passed down word by  
word onto the optimistic white of a blank page, in a room  
that’s always too warm, drawing sweat from my pores  
the way a flame draws oil from a candle,  
or cold enough to hang memories in like sides of beef,  
raw, exposed, bones visible under a layer of thin, red, flesh.
 
 
  
 
 
  
38 
3 
   
     Pomegranate 
 
 
 
 
                            Your breast is enough for my heart, 
                            and my wings for your freedom. 
                            What was sleeping above your soul will rise 
                            out of my mouth to heaven. 
  
                                                                        Pablo Neruda
 
 
  
 
 
  
39 
Bound 
 
 
 
The sunlight pushed through tinted  
windows leaving her skin brown  
and bright. I stared from across the room,  
imagined losing myself in her hair. 
How to tell her that I would scoop her up, 
her eyes and her breasts, her fruited scent, 
and love her in secret, on the petals of flowers 
that haven’t bloomed, the shadows 
of open doorways, somewhere between the heart  
and wherever it is she calls home, 
so that I could breathe her into my body, 
my veins, like God in ancient waters 
and feel her in a thousand blood cells, 
bunched up like cherries, bound  
in sweet redness. 
 
  
 
 
  
40 
Ravenous 
 
 
 
On the lips of passing conversation, 
in the jasmine, with its silent whiteness, 
you are present, naked, holding to your breasts 
yellow lilies and smoldering kisses. 
My words rain on soundless pages 
to see you there, always near, 
beautiful and waiting.  
 
You are there with the morning, 
when I am reminded of your dark hair, 
like a starless midnight, like a summer  
sky, set against copper eyes. 
 
Everywhere you are is where I’m going, 
ravenous for pomegranate  
lips, wanting to devour you like air,  
hot iron burning in my heart  
where we wrap each other  
in linens sewn with tears. 
  
 
 
  
41 
Bossa nova of Her 
 
 
 
The music is in her; it’s playing in her  
hips, in her breasts, it’s singing in her voice, 
seducing the air to smell of perfume. She moves 
in just that way, knowing just that beat, shaking  
with just the right amount of bass, so the tassels of her dress 
don‘t lose the swing. It’s in the dark brown eyes that shine 
like the polished dance floor and lips that lust  
for the ivory of the piano. It’s in the way she tilts 
her head so that her hair sways to the horns and how her cheeks 
feel the fire of flourished guitar strings.  
It’s in the way she keeps the song close to her  
chest, long after the crowd is gone and the band  
has stopped, so that the music will mix with hers and become  
her own. To experience her is to know the Bossa nova,  
to know the color of her body and the shape  
of her desires, to understand the want of words  
for a tune, or a moon for its night. It’s the need to hold  
her hands in yours, to have your feet in rhythm with the crowd  
and to feel their stares like whispers in your ear.  
 
  
 
 
  
42 
House to House 
 
 
 
I don’t want to write to purple city skies 
or these whispering palm trees. 
I don’t have enough words. 
I could pull on them; I could twist  
them like a rag, but they wouldn’t drip  
new stars. I couldn’t squeeze  
from the night any more back alleys 
covered in city shadow. 
And I can’t pull from my head 
fresh jasmine or cough up empty bus stops. 
If you wanted more, I couldn’t bleed 
the lazy orange of street lamps  
and I wouldn’t cry with locked doors 
at the thought that somewhere someone 
is putting an abandoned crosswalk to sleep. 
There’s nothing I could sacrifice to you 
that hasn’t already bled its color under  
the sun. So instead, I open  
my windows to let you in. I sit  
on my bed waiting, with only  
the cold passing between us 
until I send you my tongue 
and you send me your language, 
so I know you from the words  
I say, and the way they fall toward  
the moon, and how they race  
from house to house. 
 
  
 
 
  
43 
Praise for Joy Endured 
 
 
 
The actual, the tangible. To be dipped  
in it, and have it roll off my skin blue  
and beautiful. Fill these,  
the empty hours, with open mouths  
and open hands, with dying palm leaves  
along the edge of a sidewalk.  
Or warm whispers of lovers’ 
breath on the tender 
nape of the neck and a wealth 
of laughter on the tongue,  
an unpolished stone. And if those things  
were too much, a burden  
of heartache, shackles at my feet  
that bind me to something more  
than myself, then smother  
me the way a blanket  
smothers the fire and leaves the flame  
nothing but smoke 
pressed against the sky. 
 
  
 
 
  
44 
Roots  
 
 
 
I would grow 
backwards. 
I’d turn 
this cloudless sky inside 
out for a dark-haired woman, 
the smell of mint 
on her lips, 
her hand in mine as the sun buries 
itself in lavender, 
our fingertips entangled 
like roots soothed by the earth, 
reaching up 
for the moon’s approval.  
 
  
 
 
  
45 
Something That Shines 
 
 
 
Outside, the mockingbirds are mimicking  
car alarms. They’re singing from branches  
between the trees and straining against  
the urge to breathe. They’re hoping  
to mate with something metallic tonight,  
and can you blame them? Who doesn’t  
want to make love to something  
that shines, that calls out in the middle  
of the night, even if it is the loud cry  
of being stirred from sleep? Doesn’t everyone  
want to speak in music, to sing the songs  
of touch and hold, to be wanted for their voice  
and to be nameless? The mockingbirds make  
a show of their love, they make a theatre  
of the night that I’ve called home for longer  
than I expected, where I’ve been waiting for you,  
with my hand over my left ear, telling my blood  
to be quiet, building images of us out of broken  
notes, sitting there like the mockingbirds, 
our eyes like small oceans dark as wine, feathers  
crossing over one another’s. Our words  
shapeless beneath an audience of stars. 
 
  
 
 
  
46 
Vigil 
 
 
 
Just another cigarette, and I’ll love you more than tears. 
How I would have held your body to mine in the green  
glow of dashboard lights, ran my fingers in the loose 
constellation of your hair, or taken the soft flesh 
and honey of your white thighs exposed as the moon. 
I would have pressed your cross of fire to my house of rags 
and watched your eyes foam like the sea. But I lifted 
the cigarette to my lips, aware our only embrace  
is devastation. The heart is a permanent graveyard, 
the last rest for solitude and the wept blood 
of burnt out kisses; tombstones with no epitaphs or names, 
but enough grief to bury teeth marks on lover’s necks 
and the tongue that binds them together. 
Our mouths proclaim the lit vigils 
of our cigarettes until we snuff them out 
in a plastic cup, burying our tears in ash; yours 
sweet on the lips; mine heavy on the lungs with smoke. 
 
  
 
 
  
47 
Summer Wake 
 
 
 
July without you, I burned.  
My nerves flared 
and my blood erupted  
nights of cigarettes and gin 
from plastic bottles. Then, August 
was nothing but wallow and  
sorrow of ink. I forgot to brush  
my teeth. 
I forgot to use soap. 
I forgot to speak 
with my tongue and wept 
from the soles of my feet dirges 
in poor translations. 
And September  
was just September: weeks 
and hours and stares. 
I had to testify to a 
bedroom that there was nothing you wanted 
from me, that I was as disposable 
as these  
Camel cigarettes,  
these bottles  
of Jail House Gin.  
 
  
 
 
  
48 
From Lover to Lover 
 
 
 
I’ll give 
you this: my silence. 
 
Carry it, lover to lover, 
as tender for these faithful hands, vacant 
of your hips, of your warm palms. 
 
I squeeze your wrist in the darkness, 
and you know my devotion. 
 
The old banter catches in my throat,  
and I abide 
without tears, crowded  
by wanting to not want. 
 
  
 
 
  
49 
Undone 
 
 
 
Through a clutter of papers,  
you ask, “is there more  
to the world than enlightenment?” 
and I answer, “blue is my color.” 
I don’t know how to explain it  
any better than this:  
I’ve decided to be happy again. 
Sitting across from you,  
I understand that I haven’t learned  
to live in the moment,  
yet I know that chaos is the fire  
we burn in on the nights when we’re apart,  
your thighs too far for my caress 
and my lips echoing your mourning. 
On the days we return to one another 
I plunder your lips among the orange trees  
and their ripened skins. Even when we are cold  
to one another, I still want and am satisfied  
by your wanting back; we are undone  
by what we didn’t plan for, unraveled  
by the hands that touch us. 
 
  
 
 
  
50 
Words of the Body 
 
 
 
Like Adam and Eve in the garden touching the heads 
of animals with open palms, whispering lamb 
or lion, we discovered ourselves as we named the parts 
of our bodies we took for granted. Our hands we called 
intoxication as we snuck caresses in the kitchen of crowded 
parties, where plates of half-eaten Brie and empty bottles 
of red wine witnessed our casual twining 
of fingers. We called our arms ambition as they clasped 
around each other’s waists and coupled us at the hip—a chain lock  
slipping into place. The hollow of the chest, where we pressed  
our ears as though waiting for vibrations on train  
tracks, was solace. The dark hair where you tangled  
the tips of your fingers and the curve of your breast  
I cupped to my mouth we named indulgence. And the lips  
became fulfillment. The eyes: assumption. The small  
of the back: gratitude. We named ourselves until we ran  
out of words, until our bodies became a language without letters,  
and settled into that quiet garden of action where we plucked  
from each other kisses, and caresses, and soft  
murmuring sighs. Then we left that place, with the knowledge 
that we were worthy of love; we walked into the wilderness  
of sand and sage bush, of voices full of bass and smoke,  
with clutched arms, our bodies a devotion 
professing the word of a new faith. 
 
 
                                     
  
 
 
  
51 
 O, I perceive after all so many uttering tongues! 
                                    And I perceive that they do not come from the roofs of mouths for                                            
                                              nothing.               
 
         -Walt Whitman- 
 
 
 
Tongues  
 
 
 
I live on the tongue; I live with the tongue. 
The tongue is where I belong. In it and its language, 
on it, embracing the steam that rises off it in desire.  
Tasting what it tastes: the foods, the drink, breath,  
skin and lips. And words, precious gourmet words 
that keep my tongue moist and malleable. 
What a wonder it is to live in the mouth,  
in its darkness and fresh air, rather than the heart,  
whose beating keeps me up at night. Or the brain, 
no, never the brain, with its relentless logic and reason. 
Tongues are what I love and need. My own tongue,  
other tongues from other people, theirs on mine 
and me using them, speaking with them,  
finding new ways to express myself  
with them, then coming together with passion  
and angst and from our two tongues  
making one. One tongue that gives purpose  
to the backs of our throats and to the whiteness  
of our teeth; one tongue that we both know and understand  
because we pressed it together from pieces of each other. 
 
  
 
 
  
52 
Swallowed Up 
 
 
 
It’s her voice, the one I can’t hear  
unless I’m hearing it for the first  
time, again. I’m holding the receiver to my ear 
thinking of the word solitude, letting the extra  
syllable fall from my tongue, wasteful,  
when the word alone will do. We laugh,  
and I shake, exposed, waiting for the static 
that divides our vacant lips. 
She says ‘we should see each other,’ 
and I say, ‘yes, yes, of course,’ today, now, before 
expectations and disappointments, before  
I’m swallowed up by  
the buzzing in my ears, or the dead 
silence of an empty  
receiver. Before this phone 
cools and your voice  
becomes an undrawn  
image of a memory I thought  
I once knew. 
 
  
 
 
  
53 
Edge to Edge 
 
 
 
To know the crooked 
teeth of a smile that shows 
too much of the gums. Finger 
nails chewed uneven 
and small ears 
are the currencies we exchange. 
The bodies we coupled  
together smooth the fragile 
edges of our insecurities: my cruel 
tongue, the wounded  
history of your womb.  
Pain against pain, jagged 
edge to jagged edge, 
we puzzle each other 
back into beauty.  
 
  
 
 
  
54 
Psalm of the Deep Sigh 
 
 
 
Blessed is the shape of your breast, the quiet sanctuary  
where I rest my head and feel the burden of the day 
subdued by the rhythms of your heart. 
The testimony of your lips, warm 
and merciful when we kiss in the darkness 
of our bedroom, the smooth enamel of teeth 
press into the soft and willing flesh of our necks. 
Praise to the thighs that tremble under the touch  
of worshipping hands and the eyes that are  
the wine of a late harvest. Your body is the tabernacle  
of inspiration; the wetness of your sex and skin  
shine and are not ashamed. Your ears  
hear my supplications and those desires  
that burn from the hips and settle in the marrow  
like a root. I rejoice in the yearn of your voice, and praise  
the moaning prayer, the breath that opens  
my ears to music, that incites every blood cell,  
that erupts every smile with laughter and has turned  
my ribs from a cage of troubles, and my tongue 
from loose gravel, in to a song that is the word Selah. 
Selah to dark nipples and the satisfying ache. 
Selah to tangled hair and the curve of the buttocks.  
To delicate ears and curled toes, Selah, and the chest  
that holds the deep sigh. To fingernails and the straining 
muscles of the back, Selah. Selah to smooth palms,  
embracing arms, shy eyelashes, and the eternal touch. Selah.  
 
  
 
 
  
55 
Kiss 
 
 
 
How much gravity a sigh can have, 
a pull until the mass becomes the weight 
of one quiet voice on another; the hairs  
on our neck rise, the high tide  
of our bodies, as blood cells  
circle, again and again, in perfect orbit 
through the thin atmosphere 
of flushed skin. Bodies collapse,  
they crush turmoil 
into diamonds, draw time,  
gather breath, spin hearts molten.  
 
  
 
 
  
56 
Wednesday in November 
 
 
 
The smell of ground beef and Spanish  
onions as they sizzle in a cast iron 
skillet. Gifts set on the kitchen table wrapped 
in tissue paper. My girlfriend mashes 
pinto beans cooked in bacon fat. 
I fry corn tortillas into taco shells. 
We drink gin and tonics with unripe lemons 
and red wine on the porch. I smoke 
one Marlboro, the tobacco burns down 
to the filter and unfolds itself into the air as smoke. 
 
After dinner we play Skip-Bo, lay green 
cards on top of blue, and red cards 
on top of green. We rib each other,  
“Are you watching?”  
“This is how it’s done,” and laugh  
until we lose our voices, then sweep the piles  
away and stack them until they collapse 
on one another. Then it’s scotch on the rocks,  
the taste of oak and coal, and the sweet  
finish of peat as the ice melts  
from the warmth of our palms.  
 
Empty glasses and dirty dishes 
fill the sink, and I twist my fingers 
into her hair. She smiles, her lip 
between her teeth. Our bed, and we undress  
each other with fingers light  
as evening fog, my chest  
pressed to her back, thigh  
against thigh, feet tangled together,  
we feel each other’s pulse murmur  
our skin smooth and pull  
the bed sheets over our nakedness,  
breathing in Wednesday  
night, frosting the windows 
with Thursday morning. 
